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The purpose of becoming a holding company

To flexibly and swiftly respond to business environment changes and
dynamically pursue business execution
On April 1, 2021, we established Sawai Group Holdings Co., Ltd. and transitioned into a holding
company structure, while in the process reorganizing the Group so that Sawai Pharmaceutical
and its three subsidiaries are wholly owned subsidiaries of the holding company.
Accompanying this, I (Mitsuo Sawai) became Representative Director, Chairman and Group
Chief Executive Officer (GCEO), Kenzo Sawai became Representative Director, Deputy Chairman
and Group Chief Branding Officer (GCBO), and Kazuhiko Sueyoshi became Representative Director,
President, Group Chief Operating Officer and Group Chief Administrative Officer (GCOO & GCAO).
The impetus for transitioning to a holding company structure came from an awareness of
how severe the environment surrounding the generic drug industry has become. In response to
expanding medical expenses accompanying Japan’s declining birthrate and aging population,
there has been an increasing switch to generics to hold down drug costs. As a result, the generic
drug market has grown considerably; however, we forecast more intense competition and a battle
for market share as the industry moves toward the national government’s goal of achieving a
generic drug market share of 80% or higher. Additionally, generics, as with new drug formulations,
face pressure from more stringent regulations.
To grow and evolve within these challenging environmental changes, we must anticipate
transitions and make our move ahead of the pack. We decided that a holding company structure
was the optimal framework to flexibly and swiftly respond to business environment changes and
leverage those changes as opportunities.
We have three major goals from becoming a holding company. First, is to further strengthen
our core generic drug business. Through flexible and swift decision making as a holding company,
we will continue to proactively and strategically coordinate with knowledgeable companies inside
and outside Japan.
The second goal is to strengthen governance. As a company that provides pharmaceutical
products that directly affect patient lives, governance as well as compliance are crucial themes
related to quality. By separating management and supervisory duties from business execution,
while also further strengthening governance to a yet higher level, we will pursue greater speed
and efficiency for business execution.
The third goal is to take on new businesses that delight and inspire Sawai shareholders as
well as employees. Japan aims to realize a society with health longevity through pre-symptomatic
approaches, preventive measures, and data health reforms. For Sawai to continue growing, it is
necessary for us to foster business in fields that the future will demand. Our transition to a holding
company will build a structure for that purpose.
If we foster employees with diverse viewpoints as we create a multifaceted business, that will
engender a competitive spirit and we expect it will help cultivate a next-generation management team.
Our Group’s core business, however, will not change, since the generic drug business is
part of social infrastructure and is an indispensable part of national finance policy. Because of
the severe environment, expectations are high for the Sawai brand and its reliability, and we
expect future growth.
Furthermore, as we become a holding company, sustainability is a theme that we would like to
energetically address. With regard to the social issue of rising medical care costs, Sawai is faster than
competitors at bringing to market—and stably supplying—generic drugs that offer high quality
and high added value, yet lower prices than originator drugs. In other words, the Company itself is a
social contribution. We established a Group Sustainability Committee in order to reinforce awareness
of this concept for the entire Group. We believe that contributing in our unique way to achieving
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the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set by the United Nations for a better, more sustainable
society will lead to realizing Sawai’s corporate philosophy of “always putting healthier lives first.”

About our new management structure

Pursuing execution with clear division of duties
while also strengthening governance
With regard to the division of executive duties for the management team, I (Mitsuo Sawai) am
in charge of the Group overall, while Kenzo Sawai, as deputy chairman and president of Sawai
Pharmaceutical, handles the domestic generic drug business, and Kazuhiko Sueyoshi, as president
of the holding company, is in charge of overseas and new businesses.
Deputy Chairman Kenzo Sawai, with his intimate knowledge of critical manufacturing R&D,
will competently handle the growth and development of Sawai Pharmaceutical. It is my hope
that he will leverage his marketing knowledge fostered in the Corporate Strategy Department,
as well as his perspective that substantial growth can come from augmenting the Company’s
abilities with accretive M&A.
President Sueyoshi has accumulated considerable experience in corporate restructuring,
reorganization, and starting new businesses during his career in banking. He has produced
great results as a cost-savings leader at Sawai Pharmaceutical, where we have faced a tough
environment of three straight years of NHI drug price revisions. Leveraging the track records of
these two executives, we will move forward with business execution through clear division of
duties addressing each of our business themes.
One of my major roles as a leader of the holding company is to make on-site visits to each
Group company and carefully observe management and governance in person, which I believe
will strengthen Group governance going forward.
The TSE Governance Code changed in June 2021 and further reinforced the supervisory
functions of external directors. The Sawai Group has appointed two external directors, one an
attorney and the other a physician, with knowledge that is directly related to our business. On
the Board of Directors, these two executives are providing valuable opinions on topics such as
compliance and the needs of those on the front lines of healthcare, and we are leveraging their
opinions to strengthen our governance.

The Sawai Group going forward

Sharing the “hope” expressed in our Corporate Philosophy and
contributing to healthier lives
After the words “mission” and “challenge” in our Sawai Pharmaceutical Corporate Philosophy, our
third goal focuses on “hope;” that is, the “hope that we will become an indispensable part of society
through our desire to be of service.” If you ask our employees, they will recite this same hope.
This is evidence of a shared spirit committed to becoming an indispensable part of society
through our desire to be of service to customers and to each other. Going forward, we will strive
to contribute to the health of as many people as possible as a corporate healthcare Group focused
on the generic drug business and sustainably growing alongside society.
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